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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Malcev algebra is a nonassociative algebra satisfying the identities 
.$ = 0 
(1) 
J( X, )‘, X2) = J( .Y, ): z).X-, 
where J(.u, _Y, -_) = (.Y_Y)z + (yz).r + (zx) y is the Jacobian of the elements x, 
y, and L’. 
Throughout the paper we will deal with linite dimensional Malcev 
algebras defined over a field F of characteristic not two. These two 
hypotheses will be tacitly assumed. 
If M is a Malcev algebra, the subsets J(M, M, M), spanned by the 
Jacobians, and N(M) = { .Y E M : J(.r, M, M) = 0 }, called the J-nucleus of 
M, are ideals of the algebra which help us in measuring the “Lie-ness” of 
M. It is clear that a Malcev algebra is a Lie algebra if and only if 
J( M, M, M) = 0 or, equivalently, N(M) = M. 
Now, let B be an ideal of the Malcev algebra M. we deline the subspaces 
- J;(t)=~(B, B, B), JI;+‘(B)=J(J;j’(B),J;;‘(B),J;;(B)). 
- J;(B)=J(B, B, M), J~+‘(B)=J(J~(B),J’,“(B), M). 
- J;(B)=J(B, M, M), JF+‘=J(J~(B), M, M). 
It should be noted that Jy( B) is an idea1 of M [ 11, Theorem 3.53 for 
i = 1, 2. The ideal B is called J,-potent if there exists an n such that 
J:(B) = 0 (i = 0, 1, 2). This definition is due to Sagle [ 111, although he 
assumed n to be greater than one. But, as in [lo] rr’e ~ilf not do so. 
Obviously Jz( B) z Jy( B) G Jy( B) for every m. 
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Sagle proved in [ 1 l] that the solvable radical of M. which will be 
denoted by R(M), is Jo-potent. Later on, Ravisankar [lo] showed that 
actually R(M) is J,-potent. Recently it was proved in [S] that any solvable 
Malcev algebra is J,-potent. The later result may be seen as a result on a 
certain Lie algebra of endomorphisms of M. Following [ 111, for X, ,t’ in M 
we define the linear mapping d(s, ,tq) by ;d(s, ~9) =J(z, X, J,). The linear 
span d(A, A) of the d(s, .r)‘s is a Lie subalgebra of End,(M) under com- 
mutation, and for any ideal B of A, the subspace d(B, A) is an ideal of 
d(A, A) and d(B, B) is a subalgebra of d(A, A) (see [ll; 2.38 and 5.191). 
It is clear that J?(B) = B(d(M, ,))“I, Hence we can reformulate the 
result about the J,-potency of any solvable Malcev algebra as follows: For 
any Malcev algebra M, d(R( M), R(M)) is associatively nilpotent (there is 
an n such that Md(R(M), R(M))” =O). 
In this paper it will be proved that the whole ideal d(R(M), M) of 
d(M, M) is associatively nilpotent. This will allow us to prove that the 
concepts of Jo-potency and J,-potency are equivalent for any ideal of a 
Malcev algebra and will provide some characterizations of the J,-potent 
ideals (i= 1, 2). 
All this will be done in Section 3. In Section 2, which has an independent 
interest, semisimple Malcev algebras will be studied, its behaviour is 
fundamental in order to obtain our results on the J,-potency (i= 0, 1, 2). 
The following identities satisfied by Malcev algebras will be needed: 
All these identities and 
J(x, y, M) = 0 implies xy E N(M) (6) 
can be found in [ 111. 
We shall make use of the next lemma, which is due to El Malek [2, 
Lemma 4.31, a simpler proof is included: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let B be a minimal ideal and C an ideal of M. Then BC is 
an ideal of M (which is 0 or B). 
ProoJ From (3) it follows that BC + (BC)M is an ideal of M contained 
in B. Hence either BC = 0, and we are done, or BC + (BC) M = B. In the 
latter case B= BC+ (BC)M= (BC+ (BC)M)C+ ((BC+ (BC)M)C)Mc 
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BC+((BC)C)M+ (((BC)M)C)M. But (3) implies that ((BC)C)Mc 
(BC)(CM) + (C’M)++ ((CM)B)C+ ((MB)C)Cc EC and, in the same 
way, (((BC)M)C)MG ((BC)C)M+ BCGBC. Thus B= BC. 
As a consequence of this proof we obtain: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let B, C he ideals of the Malcev algebra M and 
suppose that B = J( B, C, M). Then B = BC. 
Proof: B=J(B,C,M)GBC+(BC)MGB, so B=BC+(BC)M and, 
as in the proof above, we obtain B = BC. 
2. SEMISIMPLE MALCEV ALGEBRAS 
The aim of this section is to prove that any semisimple Malcev algebra 
is a direct sum of simple non-Lie ideals and a semisimple Lie ideal. This 
was proved in [4] with the additional assumption of the base field being 
perfect. Actually this can be obtained as a consequence of some important 
results of Filippov [7] on prime Malcev algebras (of arbitrary dimension), 
A different approach will be followed here, based on the next proposition, 
which has its own interest. If B is an ideal of the Malcev algebra M, we 
shall denote by C,(M) the centralizer of B in M, C,(M) = (x E M: 
Bx=O}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B be an ideal of the Malcev algebra M. Zf B is a 
simple non-Lie Malcev algebra then M = B 0 C,(M). 
ProojI Over fields of characteristic 3 there are no simple non-Lie 
Malcev algebras [6] so we assume that the characteristic is 22, 3. Since 
B2 = B, it is easy to see (from identity (3)) that C,(M) is an ideal of M (see 
[4, Lemma 4.41). Now, what has to be proved is that for any x E M there 
is an x’ E B such that (X - x’)B = 0. Hence we may assume that B has 
codimension one. Let us first assume that the field F is algebraically closed. 
Take a Sagle basis {h, X, y, Z, x’, JJ’, z’} of B as in [3, p. 2201 and let 
M,,(h)= {xEM: xRE = 0 for some n> be the Fitting null space of M 
corresponding to the endomorphism R,, (uR, = uh). 
Since Mhr B, M,(h) is two dimensional and M= M,(h)@ M,(h)@ 
M-,(h), where M,(h)=Fx+Fy+Fz=(uEM: uh=u) and M_.,(h)= 
Fx’ + Fy’ + Fz’ = (u E M: uh = -u}. S ince J(M,(h), M,,(h), M) = 
J(M,(h), M,,(h), M,(h) + M-,(h)) = 0 [9, Lemma 51, we obtain M,(h)’ G 
N(M) by (6). If N(M)#O, then M=B@N(M), since O=N(M)B= 
N(M) J( M, M, M), and we are done. If N(M) = 0, then M,,(h)2 = 0 = 
J(M,(h), M,(h), M). Let v E M,(h), 04 B. Then for all u E M,(h), 
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((z4r)u)h = J(ur, 14, h) + ((UP)h)U + (zw)(uh) = J(r, u, h)u + ((z!h)L:)zl + 
(UU)U = 2(uu)n, so (ur)u E M,(lz) = 0, since the characteristic is f2. 3. 
Hence UL’E M,(h) n ker R, = FM. that is. every element in M,(h) is an eigen- 
vector of R,. so there is an XE F with ZJC=ZU for all UE M,(h). Also there 
is a IJEF with up=@ for all UEM -,(A). But o=(.us’)~!=J(.~,s’,~.)+ 
(sL~)x’ +.u(.v’c) = (SI + P)(x.Y’) = $(u + B)lz. Thus x = -/I, B(z) - xh) = 0 and 
M=B@F(o-crh). 
If F is not algebraically closed and f is the centroid of B (the action 
of I- will be written on the left), then there is a nondegenerate invariant 
symmetric r-bilinear form of B with 
(XJ’) y = (y, l’)x - (x, Y) ?’ (7) 
(see [9]). Let s be an element of B with (s, s) #O, then B= Ts + Bs by (7). 
If M= M,,(s)+ M,(s) is the Fitting decomposition of M relative to R,, 
then M,,(s) n B= fs and, since MS c B, M,(s) = I3 + Fv for some 114 B, 
and J(M,,(s), M,(s), M) = JA(M,(s)) = J(fs, l-s, c) c (fs)’ + (fs)‘v = 0. 
Therefore MO(s)’ E N(M). As before, we may assume that N(M) = 0, so 
that M,(s)’ = 0 = J(M,(s), M,(s), M) = 0. Thus R,. Ri., = R,, R,. for all y E f. 
For XE B and y E r we have (y(xs))o = (x(~s))v = (.uo)(rs) = y((xu)s) = 
r((?cs)v), so that R, is compatible with the action of r and we can embed 
in a natural way M in iii = B@ l-t,. Consequently, we may assume that 
r= F or, equivalently, that B is central simple. By extending scalars up to 
the algebraic closure Q of F we obtain MQ = MO, Q = Bn@ C’,,,(B,) as 
before. But C,,(B,), so M= B@ C,,,(B) as desired. 
Remark. The proof above does not use the assumption on finite dimen- 
sionality, so Proposition 2.1 is valid for arbitrary Malcev algebras. 
The next lemma uses the description of those Malcev algebras with 
trivial J-nucleus provided in [4, Sect. 21. We make use of the notations 
given there: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a Malceu algebra tcith N(M) = 0 and let B be an 
ideal of M with B = B2. Then N(B) = 0. 
ProoJ We may assume that F is algebraically closed. Let H be a 
Cartan subalgebra of M so that M= H+C,.. M,= H’+Cmsd+ S”, as 
in [4, Sect. 21. Since B is H-invariant we obtain B = (B n H) + C,, d(B n M,). 
But B = B2, so B E Cacd+(B n M,)(B n M-,) + Caed (B n M,) E 
c aEd+(BnS,). Hence B=zXeJ+ (BnS,). 
Now, for UE A’, if 0 # B n S” # s’ we know that B n S” is a nilpotent 
ideal of M [4, Proposition 2.31. So (Bn S3)2 # Bn S” and B* # B, 
a contradiction. Therefore B = xXe3. S”, with A’ E A + and N(B) = 
zIIEd. N(S”) = 0 [4, Proposition 2.71. 
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A Malcev algebra M is said to be semisimple if R(M) = 0. In the next 
proposition the semisimple Malcev algebras with trivial J-nucleus are 
characterized. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be a semisimple Malcev algebra with N(M) = 0. 
Then M is a direct sum of simple non-Lie Malcev algebras. 
Proof Let B be a minimal ideal of M. By Lemma 1.1 we obtain B* = B. 
Now J( B, B, M) is an ideal of M contained in B and N(M) = 0, so 
B = J( B, B, M) since, otherwise, B = B* E N(M) = 0 by (6). By Lemma 2.2 
we obtain N(B) = 0. Let C be a minimal ideal of B. Two possibilities 
appear: either C* = C or C* = 0. In the former case CM = C3M G 
(C*)(CM)+(C*M)C+((CM)C)CcBC&C by (3), so CisanidealofM 
and B = C. If C’ = 0 we can choose an element x # 0 in B with XC = 0 = 
J(.u, C, B) (any nonzero x in C will do). By identity (2), J(xM, C, B)s 
J(xC, M, B) + J( BC, M, x) + J( BM, C, X) E J(.Y, C, M), and by (4) 
J(x, C, M) B E J(s, C, B) + J(.u, C, BM) + J(xC, B, M) = 0, so 
J(x, C, M) E N(B) = 0, by Lemma 2.2, and J(xM, C, B) = 0. Then 
(xM)Cc N(B) = 0, so (xM)C= J(xM, C, B) = 0. This shows that the set 
I= {X E B: J(x, C, B) = XC = 0} is a nonzero ideal of M contained in B. 
Thus I = B, BC = 0 and C E N(B) = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore B is a simple non-Lie algebra and M = BGj C,(B) by 
Proposition 2.1. Now we argue similarly with the semisimple Malcev 
algebra C,,(B) and obtain the result. 
Now, with the same reasoning of [4;’ Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and 
Theorem 4.31 we obtain the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 2.4, Let M be a semisimple Malcev algebra. Then 
M = N(M) @ J( M, M, M), N(M) is a semisimple Lie algebra and 
J(M, M, M) is a direct sum of simple non-Lie ideals of M. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B be an ideal of a semisimple Malcev algebra, then 
Jy(B)=J(B,B,B)foranyi=O, 1,2andn>,l. 
Proof M = N(M) @ B, @ . . 0 B,, with the Bis simple non-Lie ideals. 
LetxEB, thenx=x,+?r,+ . ..x., withx,EN(M)andxjEBj,j=l,...,r. 
If -xj f 0, j # 0, then 0 # ?cB, = xj B, E B n B,, so Bj c B. Hence x, , . . . . x, E B 
and x0=x-x,- ... X,E B. Let us assume that B,, . . . . B,G B and 
B S+, n B = ... = B, n B = O.ThenB = (N(M) n B)@z;=[ B,and 
J(B,M,M)=J(B,B,M)=J(B,B,B)=Cf=,B,=J:(B) for all i=O,1,2 
and na 1. 
In concluding this section let us remark the analogy of Proposition 2.1 
with [8, Proposition 1.31. A complete Lie algebra is defined to be a 
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centerless Lie algebra in which all derivations are inner. If B is a complete 
Lie algebra and an ideal of the Lie algebra L, then L = B@ C,(B). Semi- 
simple Lie algebras over fields of characteristic zero are known to be 
complete [8, Theorem 111.6]. In connection with this we can prove the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let S be a semisimple Lie algebra and an ideal of the 
Malcev algebra M. Then for every x in M the restriction of R, to S is a 
derivation. In particular, if S is complete then M= S@ C,(S). 
Proof Let x be an element in M, .u$ S, and consider the Malcev 
algebra A=S@f+. If R(A)#O it is clear that A=S@R(.4)=S@C,(S), 
so A is a Lie algebra. If on the contrary R(A)=O, then A is semisimple. 
But there is no place for simple non-Lie ideals, so A is a Lie algebra and 
the result follows. 
3. J,-POTENCY OF MALCEV ALGEBRAS 
The following result on Malcev algebras with trivial J-nucleus is needed: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a Malcev algebra with N(M) = 0. Then R(M) is 
nilpotent. 
Proof: If D is the algebraic closure of F then R(M) OF Q E R(MQ, 52) 
so we can assume that F is algebraically closed. Let H be a Cartan 
subalgebra of M, then R(M) = (R(M) n H) + Cled R(M) n M,. But 
R(M) n M, c R(M) n M* G R(M*) which is nilpotent [4; Corollary 2.61. 
For any IX E A, c1( H n R(M)) = 0, since, in other case, M, + M-, E R(M), 
so S” = M,M-, + M, + M- 1 E R(M); but S” is not solvable [4, Proposi- 
tion 2.31. Hence for any x E H n R(M), R, is nilpotent. Moreover, since 
HZ = 0 [4, Proposition 2.11 we have R(M) = (R(M) n M*) @ fi for some 
subspace fi of H. with R(M) n M2 a nilpotent ideal and R, nilpotent for 
all x E fi. From here we deduce that R(M) is nilpotent (see, for instance, 
[3, (1.2) and (1.3)]). 
Now we are ready for the announced result of A(R(M), M) being 
associatively nilpotent. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a Malcev algebra, then there is an integer n 2 1 
such that M A( R( M), M)” = 0. 
Proof Since M A( R(M), M) E R(M), we can take a composition series 
for R(M) as an ideal of M, that is, a chain of ideals of M, 0 = 
BOcB,cBzc .‘. c B, = R(M), with B,/B,- , a minimal ideal of M/B,-, 
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for j = 1, . . . . r - 1, and prove that J(B,, R(M), M) E Bjm , for j = 1, . . . . r - 1. 
But this is equivalent to prove that for any minimal ideal B of M contained 
in R(M) we have J(B, R(M), M) = 0. Let us suppose that this is not so and 
let M be a minimal counterexample, B a minimal ideal of M, B G R(M), 
and J(B, R(M), M) #O. Since J( B, R(M), M) is an ideal of A4 contained in 
B, we have J( B, R(M), M) = B. By Corollary 1.2 we obtain BR(M) = B. 
Now, if N(M) were 0 then R(M) would be nilpotent (Lemma 3.1) so 
BR(M) would be strictly contained in B. Hence N(M) # 0 and B g N(M). 
By the minimality of A4 we have (B + N( M)/N(M)) A( R(M) + 
N(M)/N(M), M/N(M))” =0 for some r?z, so B(d(R(M), M))” G 
Bn N(M) = 0. Therefore J(B, R(M), M) is contained strictly in B, a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 0 = B, c B, c . . . B, = R(M) be a composition 
series of R(M) as in Theorem 3.2. Then for any j = 1, . . . . r, either BjR(M) G 
Bj-1 or J(B,, M, M) s B,-, (or both). In particular either B,R(M) = 0 or 
B, G N(M). 
Proof. If B,R(M) were not 0, by Lemma 1.1, B,R(M)=B,. But 
J(B,, R(M), M) = 0, so B, = B,R(M) G N(M) by (6), and 
J(B,, A4, M) = 0. The assertions on the BIs follow from this by working in 
M/B,- 1. 
We shall finally study conditions for any ideal to be J,-potent 
(i= 0, 1, 2): 
THEOREM 3.4. Let B be an ideal of the Malcev algebra M. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) B is Jo-potent. 
(ii) B is J,-potent. 
(iii) J( B, B, B) E R(M). 
Proof: Obviously (ii) implies (i). Now, if B is a Jo-potent ideal, so is 
(B + R(M))/R(M), which is an ideal of the semisimple Malcev algebra 
M/R(M). By Corollary 2.5, J;t(B + R(M)/R(M)) = J(B, B, B) + 
R(M)/R(M) for any n, so B + R( M)/R(M) is J,-potent if and only if 
J(B, B, B) G R(M) and we obtain (iii). Finally, let us assume that 
J( B, B, B) c R(M). Then, by Corollary 2.5, J:( B + R(M)/R( M)) = 
J( B, B, B) + R(M)/R(M), so J,(B) G R(M). Now, J; + l(B) E 
J,(B)(d(R(M), M))“=O for large enough n and B is J,-potent. 
Given a Malcev algebra and a linear mapping p: M + End,(V), p is 
called a representation of M if the split extension V@ M, with multiplica- 
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tion given by (~~,+~?z,)(~~~+~n~)=c,p(m,)-~.~p(rn~)+~~?,~~z~, is a Malcev 
algebra (see [9]). In this case C’is said to be a module for M. If in addition 
V& N( V@ M), then 1’ is said to be a Lie module for M. 
Given a composition series of R(M) as an ideal of bf, 0 = 
B, c B, c . . c B, = R(M), the composition factor B,/B, , is termed 
R(M)-central if B-iR( M) & Bj_ , . Any R( M)-central composition factor is, 
in a natural way, a module for the semisimple Malcev algebra M/R(M). 
In order to check if an ideal B is J,-potent, only the R(M)-central 
composition factors below Bn R(M) (that is, in a composition series 
O=B,cB,c . ..cB.=BnR(M))arerelevant: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a Malcev algebra and B an ideal of M, Then B 
is J,-potent if and only if J( B, B, B) E R(M) and arly R(M)-central composi- 
tion factor below B n R(M) is a Lie module for M/R(M). 
Proof If B is J,-potent, then in particular it is Jo-potent, so 
J( B, B, B) c R(M) by Theorem 3.4. Moreover, if 0 = B0 c B, c . . . c B, = 
Bn R(M) is a composition series of B n R(M) and Bj/B,-, is R(M)- 
central, then J( B,, M, M) c B,- , by the Jz-potency. Since B,R(M) G B,- , , 
this is equivalent to B;/B, , being a Lie-module for M/R(M). Conversely, 
if B satisfies these conditions, then Jf(B+R(M)/R(M))=J:(B)+ 
R(M)/R(M) = 0, so J{(B) G B n R(M). Taking a composition series of 
B n R(M) (as an ideal of M) 0 = B, cB,c . ..cB.=BnR(M), we have 
Ji(B)zB,. Ifnow J~(B)GB,+,+, and Brpk+, /B,.-, is R(M)-central then 
J:+‘(B) c B,-, by our conditions. If B,-, + ,/B,-, is not R(M)-central, 
then J:’ ‘(B) s B,-, by Corollary 3.3. So we obtain Js’ ‘(B) = 0 and B is 
Jz-potent. 
Over fields of characteristic 3 any Malcev algebra is Jz-potent [S]. Over 
fields of characteristic 0 any Malcev algebra M contains semisimple sub- 
algebras S such that M= R(M) 0 S (see, for instance, Cl]), so we can 
modify the last theorem: 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let M be a Malcev algebra over a field of charac- 
teristic 0, S be a semisimple subalgebra \$lith M = R(M) @ S and B be an 
ideal of M. Then B is J2-potent if and only if J(B, B, B) G R(M) and 
J(B,, S, S) E B,- , for any R(M)-central composition factor B,/B,- , belou? 
B n R(M). 
In concluding we give an example of a J,-potent ideal which is not 
J,-potent. For this take a Sagle basis of the only split simple non-Lie 
Malcev algebra, over a field F of characteristic 22, 3, as in [3, p. 2203, and 
consider M = Fh + F.x + Fx’ + Fy + Fz’. Then B = Fll+ Fz’ is an abelian 
ideal of M, so it is J,-potent, and J( B, M, M) = B, so it is not J,-potent. 
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